
THE NEWBORN 
HYBRID FITTED DIAPER



These extra soft and extra thirsty hybrid fitted diapers 

fit from birth to about 16 lbs (7.25 kg).  Minky is the 

recommended inner fabric and that makes for the 

most luxurious diaper your baby will ever wear.  Wear 

coverless during the day at home or with a cover at night 

or during naps.  The snap down front lowers the rise 

to accommodate umbilical cords during those first few 

days.

If  you have any questions, please email me at

steph@theelimonster.com. 

Thank you for choosing The Eli Monster patterns! We strive to create fashion forward, yet timeless patterns that
you can sew for your family.

A special THANK YOU to the lovely ladies who helped test and perfect this pattern.

You may sell garments made from our patterns in small batches (in an etsy shop or at craft fairs; this pattern is 
designed for the home sewer). The pattern is copyrighted; please do not copy or sell this pattern.

Follow Us:
www.facebook.com/TheEliMonster
twitter.com/theelimonster
pinterest.com/theelimonster/
Tag us in your Instagram photos @theelimonster
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Questions:
Email me at: steph@theelimonster.com

•	Notes:
• Set printer to 100% (no scale). Make sure your 2” (5.1x5.1 cm) box prints out at the correct size before cutting 

any fabric
• Read all instructions before starting to sew 
• Make sure you have the correct fabric for the project. A different weight of  fabric will yield different results. 

• All seam allowances are 3/8” (1cm) unless otherwise stated.

Materials:
• ½” yard of  outer print (or minky), ½” yard fleece (for version A) or bamboo or hemp fleece (for version B), 

and ½” of  minky for inner layer.  ½ yard of  each will give you many diapers.  If  you prefer, you can purchase a 
“diaper cut” piece of  fabric at many cloth diaper supply websites which will yield a single diaper from the cut of  
fabric.

• 1 / 4 yard bamboo fleece, hemp fleece or microfiber terry for absorbent layer
• 3 / 8” elastic
• poly snaps
• snap pliers or press
• coordinating thread
• sewing machine 
• serger (optional but prefered)
• Pins or fabric clips
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Instructions:
1.  Print and assemble pattern pieces.  If  you plan 

on making more than a few diapers, you can print 

two pattern pieces and tape them together to make a 

complete diaper shape.  Otherwise, you can cut on the 

fold.

2.  Cut fabric.  You will have an outer print, fleece, 

minky inner layer plus 3 OBF/hemp fleece/ microfiber 

terry inserts for version A or an outer print, OBF/hemp 

fleece, minky inner layer, plus 3 OBF/hemp fleece/ 

microfiber terry inserts for version B.

3. Lay the inner minky on the table face down.  Place 

the 3 absorbent layers on the minky as marked.  Zig zag 

around the inserts.

4.  Lay the outer print on the table face down.  Lay the 

fleece or bamboo/hemp layer on top.  Mark your snap 

placements.
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5. Apply female snaps to the front of  the diaper.  DO 

NOT apply the top middle snap at this point.  Set diaper 

aside.

6.  Serger Only:  Starting at one side of  the back, tack 

your elastic down by making a few stitches in place (0 

length on most machines).  The inner side of  the elastic 

will be 1” from the edge of  the fabric.

7.  Stretch your elastic and zigzag to the opposite mark.  

Tack into place.  Trim excess elastic.

Repeat for both leg elastics.

8.  Place the 2 pieces together right sides out.  Line up 

all edges.  Pin or clip in place
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9.  Starting in the middle of  a leg opening, serge around 

perimeter of  diaper, removing pins/clips and stretching 

elastic as you go.

6.  Turn and Topstitch Method: Place the 2 pieces 

together right sides together.  Pin.  Using a 3/8” seam 

allowance, sew around perimeter of  diaper leaving a 3” 

opening in the middle of  the front.

7.  Starting at one side of  the back, tack your elastic 

down by making a few stitches in place (0 length on 

most machines).  The elastic will stay between seam and 

edge of  fabric.

8.  Turn diaper right side out and topstitch around 

perimeter.
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10.  Both Methods: Apply male snap to each tab.

11.  Apply male snap to the center top edge of  the front 

of  the diaper.  This snap will point out, away from baby.

Enjoy!
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Pattern Pieces
Please note:

This is a layered PDF.  You can select only the size you need in the layers menu on the left hand side of Acrobat 
(versions 6.0 and newer).  You will also want to select the “Info” layer as this is the layer with information for 
every layer.  Each image overlaps its neighbors by .1” and will have a fine grey line at the very edge to help aid 
in lining up your pages.  If you print with black ink only, it is helpful to set your printer to blacks only instead 
of high quality b&w printing.



2” Square (5.1cm)
Notes:

2” Square (5.1cm)
Notes:
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The Eli Monster
Newborn Hybrid Fitted Diaper
Insert Cut 3 on fold
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